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ABSTRACT
Context-aware systems in a smart space environment must
be aware of the surrounding contexts and adapt to changing contexts in highly dynamic environments. Data managements of contextual information are different from traditional approaches because of the contextual information
are dynamic, transient, and fallible. Consequently, capabilities to detect context inconsistency and maintain consistent
contextual information are two key issues for managing contexts. We propose an ontology-based model for representing,
deducing, and managing consistent contextual information.
In addition, we use ontology reasoning to detect and resolve
context inconsistency problems, which will be described in
a Smart Alarm Clock scenario.

1.

INTRODUCTION

It’s obvious that mobile devices, such as smart phone, personal digital assistants (PDAs), and wireless sensors, are increasingly popular. Moreover, many tiny, battery-powered,
and wireless-enabled devices have been deployed in smart
spaces for collecting contextual information of residents. Customized information can be delivered across mobile devices,
based on specific contexts (location, time, environment, etc.)
of the user. The Aware Home[1], Place Lab[17], Smart Meeting Room[6],and vehicles[19] provide intelligent and adaptive service environment for assisting users to concentrate
on their specific tasks.
Context-awareness is the essential characteristic of a smart
space, and using the technologies to achieve context-awareness
is a type of intelligent computing. Within a richly equipped
and networked environment, users need not carry any devices with them; instead, applications adapt the available
resources to their processes for delivering services to vicinity of users, as well as tracking the location of users. Cyberguide[18] uses the user’s locations to provide an interactive
map service. In the Active Badge[23], every user wears a
small infrared device, which generates a unique signal and

can be used to identify the user. Xerox PARCTab[24] is a
personal digital assistant that uses an infrared cellular network for communication. Bat Teleporting[15] is an ultrasound indoor location system.
In a smart space, augmented appliances, stationary computers, and mobile sensors can be used to capture raw contextual information (e.g. temperature, spatial data, network
measurement, and environmental factor), and consequently
a context-aware system needs to understand the meaning
of a context. Therefore, a model to represent contextual
information is the first issue of developing context-aware
systems. Context-aware services require the high-level description about the user’s states and environment situations.
However, high-level context cannot be directly acquired from
sensors. The capability to entail high-level contexts from
the existing knowledge is required in context-aware systems.
Consequently, how to derive hight-level contexts is the second issue. As we know that people may move to anywhere at
anytime, it is increasingly important that computers develop
a sense of location and context in order to appropriately respond to the user’s needs. How to deliver right services to
right places at the right time will be the third issue. Inconsistent contexts may appear in context-aware systems due to
systems should react to the rapid change of contextual information. Any systems with inconsistent knowledge will cause
them fail to provide correct services. Therefore, a contextaware system must maintain a consistency knowledge base
and react to the dynamic change of contexts, which will be
the fourth issue.
In this research, we leverage multi-agent and semantic web
technologies that provides the means to express context and
uses abstract representations to derive usable context for
proactively delivering context-aware service to the user. We
propose an ontology-base model for supporting context management, which can provide high-level context reasoning and
detect the knowledge inconsistency. In addition, a Smart
Alarm Clock scenario is help for describing the detailed of
our research.

2.

BACKGROUND TECHNOLOGIES

An overview of the context models, context reasoning, and
ontology are introduced in this section.

2.1

Context Representation

Context is mainly characterized by four dimensions[9]: location, identity, activity and time. Location refers to the

exact position where the user is. If we know a person’s identity, we could easily derive related information from several
data sources such as birth date, social connectivity, or email
addresses. Knowing the location of an entity, we could determine its nearby objects and people.
Many context-aware systems concentrate on location aware
services. Ye et al.[26] use lattice model to represent spatial
structure, which can deal with syntactic and semantic labels. This general spatial model provides both absolute and
relative references for geographic positions, both the containment and connection relationships can be determined
as well. MINDSWAP Group at University of Maryland Institute for Advanced Computer Studies develops Semantic
geoStuff1 to express basic geographic features such as countries, cities, and relationships between these spatial descriptors.
The RFC 24452 defines iCalendar format for calendaring and
scheduling applications, which provides users to create personal activities. Google Calendar3 is a popular web-based
calendar supports iCalendar standard and users can share
their own personal activities with others. These human activities are related to people, time, and location. Consequently, the contents of persons’ schedules can help us to
derive their location at a given time.

2.2

Ontology

Strang and Linnhoff-popien[21] concluded that the ontology
are the most expressive model. Gruber[13] defines ontology
as an “explicit specification of a conceptualization”. Ontology is developed to capture the conceptual understanding of
the domain in a generic way and provide a semantic basis
for grounding the fine-grained knowledge.
COBRA-ONT[5] provides key requirements for modeling context in a smart meeting application. It defines concepts and
relations of physical locations, time, people, software agents,
mobile devices, and meeting events. SOUPA[7] (Standard
Ontology for Ubiquitous and Pervasive Applications) uses
some other standard domain ontologies, such as FOAF4
(Friend of A Friend), OpenGIS, spatial relations in OpenCyc, ISO 8601 date and time formats5 , and DAML time
ontology[16]. Clearly, these ontologies provide not only a
rich context representation, but also make use of the abilities of reasoning and sharing knowledge.

2.3

Context reasoning

Design and implementation of context reasoning can vary
depending on types of contextual information that are involved. Early context-aware systems[8, 25, 3] are tightly
coded logics of context reasoning into the behavior of systems. Implementation for understanding the contextual information is bound into the programs. Therefore, developed
applications often have rigid implementations and are difficult to maintain.
1
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Rule-based logical inference can help to develop flexible contextaware systems by separating high-level context reasoning
from low-level system behaviors. However, context modeling
languages are used to represent contextual information and
the rule languages are used to enable context reasoning. Accordingly, in most cases, these two types of languages have
different syntax and semantic representations; it is a challenge that effectively integrates these distinctive languages
to support context-aware systems. A mechanism to convert between contextual modeling and reasoning languages
is one of solutions for this challenge. Gandon and Sadeh[11,
12] propose e-Wallet that implements ontologies as context
repositories and uses a rule engine Jess[10] to invoke the corresponding access control rules. The e-Wallet using RDF6
triples to represent contextual information and OWL7 to define context ontology. Contextual information is loaded into
the e-Wallet by using a set of XSLT8 stylesheets to translate
OWL input files into Jess assertions and rules.
Ontology models can represent contextual information and
specify concepts, subconcepts, relations, properties, and facts
in a smart space. Moreover, ontologies reasoning can use
these relations to infer the facts that are not explicitly stated
in the knowledge base. Ranganathanet al.[20] propose that
ontologies can make it easier to develop programs for reasoning about context. Chen[4] proposes that the OWL language
can provide a uniformed solution for context representation
and reasoning, knowledge sharing, and meta-language definitions. Anagnostopoulos et al.[2] adopt the Description
Logicas the most useful language for expressing and reasoning contextual knowledge. The OWL DL was designed to
support the existing Description Logic business segment and
has desirable computational properties for reasoning systems. Typical ontology-based context-aware application is
EasyMeeting that uses OWL to define the SOUPA ontology
and OWL DL to support context reasoning. Gu et al.[14,
22] propose an OWL encoded context ontology CONON in
Service Orientated Context Aware Middleware (SOCAM).
CONON consists two layers of ontologies, an upper ontology that focuses on capturing general concepts and a domain specific ontology. EasyMeeting and SOCAM are use
an OWL DL reasoning engine to check the consistency of
contextual information and provide further reasoning over
low-level context to derive high-level context.

3.

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Figure 1 shows our Context-aware System Architecture, which
can continuously proceeds changing contexts and proactively
provides services to the user. The top part of Figure 1 depicts a smart space environment, which equipped with devices and applications, such as personal calendar, weather
forecasts, location tracking system, contact list, and shopping list, as well as raw sensing data, can provide contextual information and deliver context-aware services. The
Context Collection Agents obtain raw sensing data from the
context sources and convert the raw context into a semantic
representation. Each Context Collection Agent will deliver
the sensed contextual information to the Context Management after receiving sensing data.
6
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Ontology Agent loads and parses an OWL context ontology
into RDF triples, which makes other agents able to represent
and share context in the system. Context Aggregator sends
the current state of contexts to Ontology Agent while the
subscribed context changed. The other agents can send their
queries to Ontology Agent for retrieving the updated knowledge. According to the structures and relationships between
contexts that define in the context ontology, the Ontology
Agent performs the subsumption reasoning for deducing new
contextual information. For example, it can deduce the superclasses of a specified class and decides whether one class
is subsumed by another, e.g., a building may spatially subsume a room.

4.3
Figure 1: A Multi-agent System Architecture
The lower part of Figure 1 illustrates our context-aware system architecture, which consists of three components: Context Management, Context Knowledge Base, and Service Arrangement. Functions of Context Management are monitoring the contextual information and managing the environmental resources. Contextual information, domain knowledge, and service profiles are stored in Context Knowledge
Base. Service Arrangement performs service discovery, composition, and execution. After assign the specified services,
the system will invoke Service Applications to provide service in the smart space environment.

4.

CONTEXT-AWARE AGENTS

Agents in Figure 1 accomplish the functions of managing
contextual information and delivering context-aware services.
Functions of Context Management include gathers contexts
from the surrounding environment, provides methods for
querying and storing the contextual information, and provides the context in an ontology-based representation that
facilities knowledge representation and inference. Service
Arrangement checks whether any service operation can match
the request under the current situation. If no operation
matches the request, it combines operations to match the
request.

4.1

Context Aggregator

Context Aggregator collects contextual information from Context Collection Agents and stores the context to the Context
Repository for context inference, consistency checking, and
knowledge sharing. There are two types of input context, the
raw context and the high-level context. Raw context refers
to the sensing data which directly obtained from context
sources. For example, bed sensors can provide lay-on-bed
sensing and weather forecast API can provide forecasting
information. Context Aggregator subscribes to the specified Context Collection Agents for retrieving the contextual
information, which define in the context ontology. Consequently, Context Collection Agents are the providers of lowlevel contexts while the high-level contexts are derived from
the Ontology Agent and Inference Agent.

4.2

Ontology Agent

Inference Agent

Inference Agent adopts an OWL DL reasoning engine for
supporting context reasoning and conflict detection. When
Inference Agent receives contextual information from Ontology Agent, the reasoning engine will fire rules and trigger
actions that may deduce new high-level contexts and derive service requests. Combining the inferred contexts with
the original context ontology, Inference Agent can detect
the context inconsistency. Either new high-level contexts or
service requests can be derived from Inference Agent and
deliver to Context Aggregator or Service Discovery Agent,
respectively.

4.4

Service Discovery Agent

Service Discovery Agent maintains the service ontology. An
OWL-S9 file defines the service ontology, which includes
three essential types of knowledge about a service: service
profile, process model, and service grounding. The OWL-S
service profile illustrates the preconditions required by the
service and the expected effects that result from the execution of the service. A process model describes how services interact and how the functionalities offer, which can
be exploited to solve the goals. The role of service grounding is to provide concrete details of message formats and
protocols. According to the description in service ontology,
Service Discovery Agent keeps the atomic services information. When the Service Discovery Agent receives a service
request, it checks whether any single service satisfies the requirement under the current situation. If an atomic service
can accomplish the request, the associated service grounding
information will be delivered to the Service Delivery Agent.

4.5

Service Composition Agent

If a service request cannot be achieved by a single service,
Service Composition Agent will compose atomic services to
fulfill the request. The service profile of a service ontology
defines the service goals, preconditions, and effects. According to these semantic annotations, AI planning has been
investigated for composing services. The state transition
is defined by the operations, which consist of preconditions
and effects. Initial states of the AI planner are combined the
current contexts and context ontology. The service request
is the planning goal. Therefore, giving initial states, goals,
and operations, Service Composition Agent will derive a service execution plan, which is a sequence of operations that
starts from initial states and accomplishes the given goal.
9
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4.6

Service Delivery agent

Service ontology defines the information for service grounding, which specifies the details of how an agent can access a
service. According to the description of service grounding,
Service Delivery Agent invokes the specified Service Application with the required protocol and message contents.

5.

CONTEXT ONTOLOGY MODEL

Context-aware applications need a unified context model
that is flexible, extendible, and expressive to adapt the variety of context features and dependency relations. The ontology models can fulfill these requirements; therefore, we
deploy an ontology context model to represent contextual
information in smart space environment. The ontology is
inspired by the need to share knowledge about locations,
time, and activities so that context-aware applications can
infer the environmental contexts and trigger services.
Figure 2: A Context Ontology

5.1

Context Repository

Context Repository stores a set of consistent context, which
including location, person, and activity information. Either raw or high-level context has a unique type identity
and value. The associated value is the timestamp represents
when the corresponding context is arrived. Context ontology
defines the classes of contexts and the relationships between
the instances of context objects. A RDF-triple represents a
context that contains a subject, a predicate, and an object.
Subject is a resource named by a URI with an optional anchor identity. The predicate is a property of the resource,
and the object is the value of the property for the resource.
For example, the following triple represents “Peter is sleeping”.

The relationship between classes is illustrated in Figure 3.
The solid arrows describe relation between subject resources
and object resources. For example, isLocatedIn describes the
relation between the instances of Person and Location while
the instances of Person is the subject resources and instances
of Location is the object resources.

<http://...#Peter>
<http://...#participatesIn>
<http://...#sleeping>
Where Peter represents subject, participatesIn is a predicate, and the activity sleeping is an object. We use subject
and predicate as the compound key of Context Repository.
When a context has been updated, the associated timestamp
will be changed accordingly.

5.2

Ontologies

An ontology is a data model that represents a domain and
is used to reason about the objects in that domain and their
relations. We define a context ontology depicts in Figure 2
as a representation of common concepts about the smart
space environment. Context information are collected from
real-world classes (Person, Location, Sensor, Time, HomeEntity), and a conceptual class Activity. The class hierarchy
represents an is-a relation; an arrow points from a subclass
to another superclass. A class can have subclasses that represent the concepts more specific than their superclass. For
example, we can divide the classes of all locations into indoor
and outdoor locations, that is, Indoor Location and Outdoor
Location are two disjoint classes and both of them belong to
Location class. In addition, the subclass relation is transitive, therefore, the Livingroom is a subclass of Location class
because Livingroom is a subclass of Indoor and Indoor is a
subclass of Location.

Figure 3: Context Relationship

A service ontology defined by OWL-S is for describing available services that comprises service profile, service model,
and service grounding.

5.3

Rules

Rules of a rule-based system serve as IF-THEN statements.
Context rules can be triggered to infer high-level context.
According to the description of Figure 3, a rule for detecting
the location of a user is showed as follows:

[Person_Location:
(?person isIdentifiedBy ?tag)
(?tag isMoveTo ?room)
->
(?person isLocatedIn ?room )
]

Patterns before -> are the conditions, matched by a specific
rule, called left hand side (LHS) of the rule. On the other
hand, patterns after the -> are the statements that may be
fired, called right hand side (RHS) of the rule. If all the
LHS conditions are matched, the actions of RHS will be
executed. The RHS statement can be either asserted new
high-level contexts or delivered a service request.
Rule Person_Location is an example that can deduce highlevel context. The ?person is an instance of class Person,
?tag is an instance of MovableSensor, and ?room is an instance of Room, the rule Person_Location declares that if
any person ?person is identified by a movable sensor ?tag
and this movable sensor is move to a room ?room, we can
deduce that ?person is located in ?room.
Figure 4: A Context Snapshot

6.

CONTEXT MANAGEMENT AND REASONING MECHANISM

In order to make our research easier to understand, we use a
simple example to describe the detail mechanism of context
management and reasoning.
In a smart space, a Smart Alarm Clock can check
Peter’s schedule and automatically set the wakeup alarm for helping him not miss his daily first
task. If Peter does not wake up within 5-minute
period after the alarm is sent, send another sound
of alarm and increases its volume. If Peter wake
up earlier then the alarm time, the alarm will be
disabled.

6.1

Context Reasoning

In order to archive Smart Alarm Clock, we have to collect Peter’s schedule to decide the alarm time and should reasoning
whether Peter is awake or not. Google Calendar Data API10
can support the information of Peter’s calendar events. The
position-aware sensors, bed pressure sensors, etc. can help
to detect whether user on the bed or not. For example,
RFID technologiescan be used to recognize and identify the
activities of Peter. Using a wireless-based indoor location
tracking system can determine Peter’s location with roomlevel precision.
Figure 4 shows the instance relationships for detecting whether
Peter is currently sleeping or not. The word within an oval
represents a class and the box represents an instance of the
corresponding class. For example, bed is an instance of
Furniture class. Dashed line indicates the connection of a
class and its instance. Each solid arrow reflects the direction of object property relationship that directs from domain
to range. In addition, an inverse property can be declared
while reverse the direction of a line. For example, the inverse
object property of isAttachedTo is hasSensor.
A boolean data type property isOn is associated with Sensor
class for detecting whether the value of instances is on or off.
If someone is on the bed, value of the sensor bed sensor will
be on, that is, the value of isOn is true. Otherwise, when
nobody touches the bed, the value of isOn has to be false.
When an event of wake-up call has been triggered, a rule
10
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for detecting the value of bed sensor can be used to decide
whether it is necessary to deliver the alarm service or not.
For reasoning high-level contexts, we apply rule-based reasoning with horn clauses into the ontology model. The
rule Person_activity can deduce what’s the activity the
user currently involved. For example, in Figure 4, when
the time is up, given the location of Peter and the status
of bed sensor, the rule Person_activity will be triggered
and can deduce whether Peter is sleeping or not. The rule
Invoke_service can deduce what’s the service for delivering to the user. Given the instances of Figure 4, the rule
Invoke_service reflects “if Peter is sleeping, deliver smart
alarm service”.
[Person_activity:
(?person touch ?entity)
(?entity hasSensor ?sensor)
(?sensor providesInfoOf ?activity)
->
(?person participatesIn ?activity) ]
[Invoke_service:
(?person participatesIn ?activity)
(?activity invokes ?service)
->
(?service isProvidedTo ?person)]

6.2

Context Management

Changes of environmental contexts are transient in the sense
of that any context may appear and vanish at anytime. Algorithm 1 shows how the Context Aggregator manages the
contextual information.
We use RDF-triple to represent a context while an associated compound key comprises the subject and object. When
a new context is arrived, Context Aggregator uses the key
of new context to query Context Repository. If a context
exists in Context Repository and the associated predicate
represents one-to-one relationship, the new context will replace the old one. Otherwise, the new context will be inserted into Context Repository. Functions update(keyc , c)
and insert(keyc , c) perform the context replacement and insertion, respectively. When a context is vanished, it should

Algorithm 1 Maintaining Context Repository
1: Input: c is the new context
2: C: Context Repository
3: rdfi : RDF-triple (si , pi , oi ) of a context i
4: keyi : key of context i in Context Repository
5: for all i ∈ C do
6:
if isOutdated(i) then
7:
delete(i)
8:
end if
9: end for
10: if ∃i ∈ C s.t. keyi = keyc and isOne2One(pc ) then
11:
update(keyc , c)
12: else
13:
insert(keyc , c)
14: end if

be removed. function delete(i) can remove the specified context from Context Repository. We use a decay function to
determine the existence of a context. Different context is
associated with a different decay function. This function
can either be an objective function for predicating a specified activity or simply be a constant function. The function
isOutdated(i) apply the context decay function to decide
whether the context is existed or not.

Our agent is deployed on JADE11 (Java Agent DEvelopment
Framework), which is a FIPA-compliant software framework
for multi-agent systems, implemented in Java and comprised
several agents. Jena12 is a Java framework for building Semantic Web applications, is used for providing a programmatic environment for RDF, RDFS, and OWL. Moreover,
we use an open-source OWL Description Logics (OWL DL)
reasoner Pellet13 that developed by Mindswap Lab at University of Maryland, to infer high-level contexts and detect
context conflicts.

8.

We use a simple scenario to demonstrate the mechanism
of context management. However, this simple case does
not show the power of context reasoning. Therefore, design
other scenarios that can explain and evaluate our approach
is one of our future direction.

9.
6.3

It is a challenge that when a raw context is changed, we
need to updated the associated high-level contexts. However, it is hard to find the corresponding high-level contexts
by using the context dependency of inference rules. Updating a context may easily trigger the infinite context dependency checking and can lead to unpredictable situations. We
categorize the data in Context Repository to three types:
core knowledge, raw-level context, and high-level context.
The OWL ontologies define the contents of core knowledge
that are static and persistent. The raw-level context is the
raw sensing data that delivers from the Context Collection
Agents in Figure 1. Using the core knowledge and raw-level
context, a rule-based reasoning can deduce high-level contexts. When a raw context has been removed, we discard the
original set of high-level context and perform context reasoning. Clearly, the deduced high-level contexts are consistent with the current raw contexts and the Context Repository can maintain the context consistency. This approach is
simple, but can efficiently resolve the context inconsistency
without recursively check the context dependency.
11
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